Fwd: Request: Image Reprint Permission

1 message

Rajbhandari, Nirakar <nirakar.rajbhandari@unmc.edu>  Sat, Feb 20, 2016 at 8:08 PM
To: nirakar rajbhandari <rajbhandarinirakar@gmail.com>

Sent on the new Sprint Network from my Samsung Galaxy S®4

-------- Original message --------
From: cancerres <Cancerres@aacr.org>
Date: 11/19/2015 1:27 PM (GMT-06:00)
To: "Rajbhandari, Nirakar" <nirakar.rajbhandari@unmc.edu>
Subject: RE: Request: Image Reprint Permission

Dear Dr. Rajbhandari,

Reuse of your images in your dissertation is allowable under our permissions policy, and you may do so without requesting our permissions – per our policy at http://www.aacrjournals.org/site/InstrAuthors/ifora.xhtml#reuseauthors:

Authors of articles published in AACR journals are permitted to use their article or parts of their article in the following ways without requesting permission from the AACR. All such uses must include appropriate attribution to the original AACR publication. Authors may do the following as applicable:

1. Reproduce parts of their article, including figures and tables, in books, reviews, or subsequent research articles they write;
2. Use parts of their article in presentations, including figures downloaded into PowerPoint, which can be done directly from the journal's website;
3. Post the accepted version of their article (after revisions resulting from peer review, but before editing and formatting) on their institutional website, if this is required by their institution. The version on the institutional repository must contain a link to the final, published version of the article on the AACR journal website. The posted version may be released publicly (made open to anyone) 12 months after its publication in the journal;
4. Submit a copy of the article to a doctoral candidate's university in support of a doctoral thesis or dissertation.

I hope this helps – please let me know if you have any remaining questions.

Best regards,

Sadie

From: Rajbhandari, Nirakar [mailto:nirakar.rajbhandari@unmc.edu]
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=dbbe3a0f84&view=pt&ct=UNIVERSITY&search=cat&tinh=1530195746ce0eb0&siml=1530195746ce0eb0
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2015 12:26 PM  
To: cancerres  
Subject: Request: Image Reprint Permission

To,

The Editorial Board

Cancer Research Journal

Warm regards. I am a final year graduate student in University of Nebraska Medical Center. Currently, I am working on pancreatic cancer as my dissertation topic. I am close to final stages of my graduate studies, and in process of drafting my dissertation.

I was a co-author of an article titled "Dormant cancer cells contribute to residual disease in a model of reversible pancreatic cancer" which was published in your reputed Journal back in 2013. So, I am writing this email to request for the permission to use and reprint some of the images from that paper in my dissertation. I would also like to assure that all the images will be used for solely for the purpose of my dissertation, but nothing else. Looking forward for your kind cooperation. Thank you in advance.

Nirakar Rajbhandari  
Graduate Student, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology  
DRC II 5012  
Phone: (402)559-3289 (lab)  
Eppley Institute for Research in Cancer  
University of Nebraska Medical Center  
986805 Nebraska Medical Center

The information in this e-mail may be privileged and confidential, intended only for the use of the addressee(s) above. Any unauthorized use or disclosure of this information is prohibited. If you have received this e-mail by mistake, please delete it and immediately contact the sender.

Please note that this e-mail and any files transmitted with it may be privileged, confidential, and protected from disclosure under applicable law. This information is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential or privileged material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination, or other use of, or taking of any action in reliance upon, this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact the sender and delete the material from any computer.